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Fire ball 
-
blazes by, 
Thomas out 
A false report of 
accidentally turned 
Thom as Hall at 
Wednesday. 
fire was 
in by 
1 0  a.m. 
The fire alarm system was 
activated by chance by "a 
couple of gentlemen playing 
baseball on the fourth floor," said 
Resident Assistant Ray Voigt. 
T H E  A L A RM w a s  
immediately cancelled and the 
Charleston Fire Department was 
not called. 
The alarm system w as 
undam aged , according to ·the 
Physical Plant. 
Pick up 
Warbler cards 
Yearbook cards may be 
picked up in the Univers ity 
Union Lobby from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Monday and Tuesday. 
An ID wi l l  be requ i red . 
1971 yearbooks w i l l  then 
be avai lable for  pickup 
Thursday and F riday, May 20 
and 21, u pon d isplay of these 
cards. They will  be 
d istributed in the Pemberton 
Hall parki ng lot on those 
days. , . · 
'Strife hurts children' 
Irish Catholics want British out 
by Nancy J. Thurmond 
"Catholics want the British 
to leave Ireland and reunite the 
two parts of Ireland ," said the 
Honorable Tim othy Corcoran,  
Irish Consul General From 
Chicago Tuesday night in an 
address here. 
His talk, titled , "Struggle in 
Northern Ireland: An Official 
View ," gave a brief background 
of the Irish Struggle against the 
British. 
Before an audience of 200, 
Corcoran described the trouble 
as viewed from the Republic of 
Ireland. A native of Dublin , he 
stated that "Catholics are 
d is criminated against , not 
because of their religion , but 
because of their political views." 
Corcoran said he cannot 
understand what interest Britain 
had in Ireland. "Britain is ·not 
getting as m uch back as she puts 
into it. This has puzzled 
politicians for 50 years." 
As an Irishman he hopes the 
trouble will be solved :soon, 
before prejudice influences the 
children. He said "As in the 
game of cowboys and Indians, 
children p lay British troops and 
IRA." 
SINCE the "root cause" is 
the partition of Ireland , it is 
believed iii. the Republic that 
unification can heal the present 
wounds ,  though Corcoran 
stressed , "We have never had , 
and we don't have, the intention 
of unifying the two parts by 
force." 
It m ust come naturally , he 
said, as the Irish want "a free 
Timothy Corcoran 
Ogilvie gives Doudna tribute 
I 
and genuine union of all Irish 
p e o ple based on their 
traditions." 
The present struggle grew 
out of the partition of Northern 
Ireland from Southern Ireland in 
1 920. The p artition came after a 
long struggle, including the 1916 
Easter Rebellion , in which 16 
Irish leaders were executed by 
the British. 
D i s c r i m i n a t i o n  a gainst 
Catholics in Northern Ireland 
grew out of the partition,  
Corcoran said , the the Unionists 
(Protestant) councils hold the 
p ower in Northern Ireland. The 
Nationalists hold only 11 
councils out of the 68. 
Civil rights abuses against 
C at h o l i c s  i n cl u d e  t h e  
m a n ip u la t io n  of voting, 
Corcoran said , as he claimed that 
there are 25 ,000 m ore Unionist 
voters on record in Belfast than 
on the official record in London. 
IN THIS way, the Unionists 
can always keep a m ajority over 
the largely Cath olic area. 
Housing is allocated by the 
councils, and since the Unionists 
dominate the councils , Cath olics 
are discrim inated against in 
housing also. 
Employm ent,  too, is a 
m atter of unrest. From statistics 
he showed that though the 
photo by Jeff Amanda 
Gov. Richard B. Ogi lvie, on right., was the last 
of 11 speakers paying tribute to President 
Quincy Doudna at the reti rement d i nner for the 
Doudnas Wednesday eveni ng. More than 500 
persons were prese nt at the d i nner co-sponsored 
by the Board of Governors, Al umni Association, 
F aculty Senate and City of Charleston, Ogi lvie 
said Doudna had provided "i nspi red leadership" 
in the "control led growth of a university." 
Fiscal irresponsibility destroys education 
While paying tribute to 
President Quincy Doudna at a 
r e t i r e m e n t d i n n e r  here 
Wednesday evening, Gov. Richard 
O g i l v i e  s a i d  "f i s c a l  
irresp onsibility" o n  the part of 
those involved in higher 
education in Illinois is "a peril 
which can destroy the system of 
higher education." 
He went on to say he would 
hate to see the "excellence" 
which President Doudna has 
"rooted" at Eastern· "destroyed 
by fiscal irresponsibility." 
OGILVIE was obviously 
referring to the substantial cuts 
in the higher edu cation budget 
called for next year.
' ' 
' . ' . 
He seemed to indicate he 
would pursue the budget cuts  in 
the ·state legislature this year. 
Eleven speakers were on 
hand, along with an overflow 
crowd of 500, in the University 
Union Ballroom for the dinner 
hon.oring Dou�tw'.s, is ,Yt;ars :at. 
Eastern. 
population of Tyrone is 40 per 
cent Catholic,  only one of 77 
e m p l o y e e s  i s  C at h o lic'. 
Unemployment in Derry (mostly 
Cath olic) is 20 per cent. 
CIVIL rights movements , he 
went on, aroused the conscience 
and sympathy of I reland and the 
rest of the world. Ireland pleads 
for British re form but gets none 
or very little. "Action," he 
concluded , "led to reaction." 
The one act that had 
the most consequence in 
escalating tension was the 
Apprentice Boys Parade in Derry 
in 1969. This is a Unionist 
organization celebrating the 
Protestant victory over Catholics 
300 years ago. 
Derry , which is Nationalist , 
asked the British to prevent the 
INSIDE 
former columnist Dan 
Grober asks one last 
request of the president 
before graduation, and 
a guest editorial says 
youth's energy is 
awesome, all on page six. 
discrim inating parad�. Some 
Protestants supported the 
Catholics in their  plea, but the 
Briti sh refused to prevent the 
parade of Protestants through 
the Catholic residential sections 
of Derry. 
TH E RESULT was violent 
rioting. "This was the first tim e 
in Ireland ," Corcoran said , "that 
police ever used tear gas." The 
rioting sp read to Belfast , 
where most of it still exists 
today. British troops were sent 
to Northern Irelan d then. 
Among the "reforms" in 
Northern Ireland is the 
disarmament of the police. Only 
British troops carry weapons,  and 
only the Catholic areas ,  
Corcoran p ointed out, are 
searched for arms. 
O t her reform s,  which 
accordi_ng  to the Consul General 
are not enforced , are the fair 
man agment  of local elections 
and equal allocati on of houses. 
SO M EON E a s k ed if 
Northern I reland would .. be 
s u b j e c t  t o  the same 
discrimination they are now 
placing on Catholics. Corcoran 
answered , "It would n't be the 
policy of my govern m ent to 
opp ress the Protestants as they 
have oppressed the Catholics." 
In response to the question 
"Docs Northern Ireland think of 
them selves as Irish?" Corcoran 
said, "We accept that they  don't 
consider them selves Irish. We 
won't accept that they aren't 
Irish." 
OF BERNADETTE Devlin, 
radical opposer of the British, he 
said "I think she is a very good 
spe:kcr and a charming girl, but 
(Contin ued on Page 3) 
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Walt's remains, 
I 
regardless of changes 
by Tom Burton 
There have been m any 
changes at Eastern in the last 1 5  
years. One thing has been stable, 
though: the existence of Walt's , 
a major campus eatery. 
Those people who enter this 
place are always surprised that,  
despite its relatively m odern 
interior, Walt's will soon reach 
its 1 8 th anniversary. 
WALT Warm oth , the owner, 
moved over from another local 
eatery to start his own sandwich 
shop back in September, 1 9 53.  
Since then , Walt and his 
family , including his wife and 
their children , Bill and Linda ,  
have operated the establishment 
with the aid of Eastern students 
handpicked by Walt. 
Walt has always employed 
Eastern students, and he said of 
the idea when it began that "I 
needed help , so we tried to work 
out something that would 
benefit both of us." 
Past saw isolation 
WALT'S wasn't always 
nearly surrounded by the 
Eastern campus, as it is now. 
When first established , the 
sandwich shop at 4th and Grant 
was one of the few 
establishments west of 4th 
Street. 
before women's hours started at 
night. (Because of this heavy 
business , Walt's always was open 
a full day and night then.) 
Now Walt has cut back his 
hours and is open only certain 
hours. 
Hou rs bring chan�e 
THIS change was due o lack 
of business at night, partly 
caused by the near-abo shment 
of women's .hours and e fact 
that m ore competit on for 
business was coming from new 
eateries near the campus. 
In the second year of 
operation , Walt's became a 
semi-cafeteria because of the 
extreme length of the building. 
This has created faster service 
for customers. 
There are no booth orders . 
Customers must order and pay 
for their food and drink at the 
counter before sitting down. 
WAL T'S has a surprisingly 
large seating capacity. Customers 
can sit in comfortable wooden 
booths lined up along the side. 
Or,  they can eat at tables in the 
center of the room,  and there 
are also a few stools at the 
counter. 
Many students come in only 
to play the pinball machines , 
and not to eat , except for an 
occasional Coke after an hour or 
m ore of pinball. Others come in 
to listen to the jukebox. · 
The wood-panelled walls of 
Walt's are hung with paintings. 
Most striking of these is a 
p ainting of Marty Pattin, a 
product of Charleston and 
Eastern , who now pitches for 
the Milwaukee Brewers. 
Patti n  portrait 
THIS particular one was 
done by a Los Angeles artist 
who had earlier done John F. 
Kennedy. 
Walt , a longtime friend of 
Pattin's , received the picfore by 
air freight from California. 
Not readily apparent to 
those who enter for the first 
· time is that it is a center- of 
sports activity, almost a 
coaching clinic at times. 
AT ST A TE tournament time 
in basketball , m any old friends 
of Walt's who are now coaching 
in southern Illinois stop to talk 
. 
sports before continuing on to 
125 is high for draft 
Champaign. -- will continue to be stable despite - -
Frequently during , . other the ever-changing atmosphere· at 
seasons, baseball and football Eastern. 
scouts also drop in to talk..about The years p ast have seen few 
possible p rospects in the area. major alterations, and the next 
Last week, nearly two weeks decade h olds little promise of 
before the state tournament, at extreme change in the service or 
least a dozen basketball coaches, atmosphere of this popular 
including an Illinois Big 10 campus eatery. 
coach, came - in to talk THERE will always be a 
basketball. Walt's, no matter how large 
Walt's , an Eastern tradition. Eastern grows. 
· Like to �pend 
this Summer in Chicago? 
ROOSEVELT 
. .. a major university in downtown Chicago offers more than 150 courses on its unique campus amid Ch1sago's culturaLand recreational advantages. 
Plan to work part-time, full-time? 
ROOSEVELT 
...  is flexible. Classes are scheduled daytime, 
nighttime, to take your schedule into consideration. 
We are within blocks of jobs in downtown Chicago. 
Also in that area were two 
dormitories, Lincoln Hall and 
Douglas Hall , and the athletic 
fields. 
The Selective Service System 
has announced that the highest 
Random Sequence Number that 
any local b oard m ay call will 
remain at 125 through June, 
197 1 .  
88,000 through June, 
compared to 99 ,500 
June, 1 970. 
1911, as - Like to stay on-campus1 
through 
Eastern's enrollment was 
only 2 ,000 then , one-fourth of 
the present enrollment. Back 
then , the busy hours were about 
8:3 0 p.m. or 9. p.m., after 
· students finished studying at 
Booth Library. 
THESE hours were also 
affected by the fact that coeds 
· had to back in their dorms by 
1 0: 3 0  p.m. 
Students had time to have a 
sandwich and drink at Walt's 
The action follows the 
announcement of Department of 
Defense that the May and June 
draft calls will total 20,000, all 
to the Army. 
THE MAY draft call had 
been previously announced as 
1 5 , 0 0 0 .  T h e  D e f e n s e  
Department has now requested 
T h e  h i ghest Random 
Sequence Number reached 
through June, 1970,  was 170 ,  
compared to the ceiling of 12 5 
through the first six m onths of 
this year, a difference of 45 
numbers. 
Draft totals and RSN ceilings 
for 1 970 and 1971 are as 
follows: 
RSN 
30 
60 
90 
37 ioin history fra_t 
1970 
JAN 12 ,500 
FEB 19,000 
MAR 19,000 
APR 19 ,000 
MAY 15 ,000 
JUN 1 5 ,000 
115 
14 5 
170 
Thirty -seven students were 
initiated into Phi Alpa Theta, 
national honorary historical 
fraternity , at a recent cerem ony 
held on the campus. 
S tudents wh o qualify for Phi 
Alpha Theta must have a 
cum ulative grade point average 
of at least 3 .1 in history and an 
average of 3 .0 in at least 
two-thirds of all other courses 
taken. 
FEATURED speaker at a 
dinner following the initiation 
was Alden Nichols of the 
University of Illinois , wlio spoke 
on "Bism arck as Tragic Hero." 
The initiates are : 
Patricia Anderson Abell,  Kay 
Marie Acklin , Dolores Balent, 
John Beusch , David D. Biggs , 
Dale Jean Black , Patricia A. 
Donaldson,  Richard L. Fay , 
James E. Getz , Fran Gist, Lois 
M. Guym on , Percival Harm on, 
Thomas R. Hawkins ;  
Mary Helms, David Lee 
Hensiek,  Gail Ann Herm an , John 
D. Huss, Gregory Lee Jenson ,  
Steven K. Johnson , · Ivan L. 
Jones , Frederick Deon Koppler, 
Donna Jean Lane, Nancy Allyn 
Leech , Caroline Matson, Dayle 
Merideth , Emily C. Nichols; 
. . .Linda M, )�foh�jl ,, s.t;�ve W. · · 
Quinn; Gregory Miehae1 Riker, 
Vincent Paul Schmidt ,  Lawrence 
P. Schramka, S tephen Craig 
Selle, Lora Short , Dwight C. 
Sloan , Glenna Stevens, Paul 
Jerald Ward and Mary Ann 
Wilkinson. 
WA NTED: 
FOR: 
1971 
JAN 1 7 ,000 
FEB 17;000 
MAR 1 7 ,000 
APR 17,000 
MAY 20,000 
1Utf: 20,000 
Old Clothes 
The Needy 
KD 
Clothing Drive 
Saturday May 15, 1971-
B R I NG TO 2241 SOUTH 4TH ST. 
OR 
c: CA L L  345-6525 
- ·. F ROM 8 A.M. TO 3 P.M. 
. I '  
,··.P,• . ... ·1,. 
RSN 
100 
100 
100 
100 
1 2 5 
125 
•• 
LIVE IN 
... at the air·conditioned Herman Crown Center. 
This newly-completed student residence is 
attractively furnished and houses the dining-room, 
snack bar and student lounge. 
Want to get 
a step ahead on Fall courses? 
SUMMER 
... se!>sions at Roosevelt let you earn _up to 
16 hours (equal to one full semester) under­
graduate credit, 12 howrs graduate credit-or 
simply take courses you couldn't work into your 
regular schedule. 
hoose from 3 Summer sessions at 
ROOSEVELT 
2 cay sessio.ns: June 21 to July 30, 
ana August 2 to Septemoer 10 
1 evening session: June 21 to August 19 
Registration starts Ju ne 16 
.. J..,il ...... ii.-'.3 � ... s;:;i � � � l:OI .. � - - - - - - - - - - - • 
�C:JS::::VZLT UX�V::'.RS:T\' 
Gi�jco of EC:uca\ior.al h1�ormation 
430 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, lilinois 60605 
Biology 
Education 
English 
Accounting 
Economics 
Yes, I want information on (check below): 
COEouc;,·:;o;'i,C\i.. UNDERGRADUATE 
O� GRADUA7E PROGRAMS: 
0 ;::.�TS AND SCIENCES 
H istory 
languages 
Mathematics 
Philosophy 
Sociology 
and more 
0 i3US:l\ZSS ADMINISTRATION 
· Finance Personnel Admin. 
Marketing • . •  and more 
0 c;-ncAGO ;-,;us1CAL COLLEGE 
Music Education, History, Literature, Theory, Composition. Individual Instruction in instruments, voice. -
0 BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
ADQRESS.�--'--'-��--'':....:_' �· ������������ 
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Time Capsule 
Martha's bluff 
PINE BLUFF, Ark.-Mrs. 
Martha Mitchell says 
President Nixon and her 
husband, Atty. Gen. John 
N. Mitchell, oppose bussing 
t o  a c h ieve school 
desegragation. 
Asked about the U.S. 
Supreme Court's recent 
ruling that bussing could be 
used as a tool to desegregate 
schools, she said: "I couldn't 
sit here and believe such a 
thing could happen. The 
President of the - United 
States was definitely against 
bussing. The administration 
is against bussing and my 
husband is against bussing. I 
wonder, through this ruling 
the Supreme Court has 
made, if it hasn't 
completely torn up our 
neighborhood�-. 
Live in sin 
LONDON-Bright girl, 
'tis better to "live in sin" 
with an intellectual equal 
than to live in Peoria with a 
dullard:-
That, at least, is John 
Ke n n e th Galbraith's  
opinion. 
Or, as the long-married 
·scholar and former 
ambassador to India put it 
in an interview with the 
Times of London: 
"So often in the states 
I've seen a first-class woman 
scholar fall in love with a 
man who has half her 
brains. He takes her off to 
Gallup, N.M., or Peoria, 
Ill.-in effect, he drags her 
down · to his level of 
intellectual incompetence." 
ON OC CASION , 
Galbraith explained, he had 
tried to dissuade bright girls 
f r o m  m a r r y i n g  
less-intelligent men by 
telling them: "Better have 
an affair. It isn't so 
permanent and you keep 
your job." 
Fight cancer 
W A SHI N G T ON -­
President Nixon Tuesday 
asked Congress to bolster 
the government's fight 
against cancer by creating a 
super-agency on cancer 
research directly responsible 
to him. 
Nixon proposed that the 
new agency absorb the 
g o vernmen t 's National 
Cancer Institute, now 
under the National 
Institutes of Health in the 
Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. 
Agnew again 
SPRINGFIELD--Vice 
President Spiro T. Agnew 
said Tuesday that Chicago 
policemen deserve a 
long-overdue apology from 
the news media for coverage 
of disorders during the 1 968 
D e mocratic National 
Convention. 
T h e  a n t i w a r  
demonstrators who crowded 
into the nation's capital this 
month, he said, were the 
"most spoiled, the most 
undisciplined and �e most 
unrepresentative young 
_ people I've seen in my 
Fri., May 14, 1971 
EIU reps attend 
news workshop 
A seminar workshop on 
student publications in the state 
col leges and universities 
Saturday at the Sheraton-Black­
stone Hotel in Chicago will be 
moderated by Ken Midkiff, an 
Eastern student. 
Also attending from Eastern 
will be Daniel Thornburgh, 
faculty adviser to the Eastern 
NEWS and representatives from 
the Eastern NEWS editors for 
next year. ' 
BOB Perry, a member of the 
Advisory Council of Students of 
the Board of Governors of State 
Colleges and Universities, which 
is sponsoring the event, will also 
be present. Midkiff is presently 
serving as chairman of this body. 
The seminar will deal with 
such topics as editorial balance 
and bias, obscenity, libel, 
slander, editorial responsibility 
and other problems reflecting 
the c1?-anging role of campus 
newspapers. 
Rober t Lash, former 
editorial page editor of the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch, and either 
Harry Reynolds or Allen Keith 
of the Mattoon Journal-Gazette 
will present the viewpoint of the 
professional journalists at the 
seminar. 
The idea of the seminar 
originally arose from several 
complaints received by the 
members of the Board of 
Governors from citizens of 
university communities, 
objecting to obscenity and 
"r!J.dical" student newspapers. 
THE. UNIVERSITIES' 
presidents have also been 
concerned about the changing 
nature of the newspapers and 
relayed this concern to the 
Council of Students. 
The propose of this seminar, 
Midkiff says, is to outline the 
viewpoints of all participants 
ai:id especially to define the legal 
and editorial responsibilities of 
the student editors: 
Present at the seminar will "The problem is that no 
be the presidents of Eastern, one is clear about who is legally 
Western, Northeastern, Chicago responsbile for the contents of a 
State and Governors State student newspaper, and 
universities, the editors of the therefore no one is clear about 
student newspapers of those who has the authority to decide 
schools, faculty advisers of what is and is not printed. We 
studentr publications, the ·-hope to be able to answer th;it 
members of the Board of question." 
'News' girl of the--week · photo by Mark McKinney 
Miss Peggy Woodyard is the NEWS girl of the week. A 
20-year-old special education major, Miss Woodyard plans a career 
in teaching retarded children. The winsome Miss Woodyard enjoys 
powder puff football, swimming and cycle riding. She is associated 
with the Delta Zeta sorority. 
Governors and the members of 
the Council of Students. 
IN ADDITION, a panel of 
professional journalists and 
attorneys will lead the 
discussions and be present as 
resource persons to answer 
questions of .. technical or legal 
natures. 
News 
Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid 
Rouen accepts 3 EIU coeds 
to study in France next year 
Trouble until 
Irish unite 
(Continued from Page l) 
politically she is rather 
immature. How she will be in 
the future I don't know." by Nancy Thunnond 
The enrollment at the 
University of Rouen in France 
for 1 97 1 -72  will include three 
Eastern students. Miss Diane 
Alford, Miss Diane Martin and 
Miss Joann Olsen have been 
accepted as students in the 
French university located on the 
Seine River in Normandy. 
The Eastern coeds are 
participants of the Illinois-Iowa 
Year Abroad Program, which has 
accepted 40 applicants for the 
trip. 
BECAUSE the program in 
Illinois is sponsored by the 
University of Illinois, the coeds 
will transfer to the U. of I. for 
their junior year, but will return 
from France as seniors to 
Eastern. 
Jo Olsen first heard of the 
program from a friend. She 
inquired at the U. of I. and then 
interested. D.iane .. Alford and 
"It started out as a dream," 
Miss Olsen said. "We didn't 
think we'd get it." 
THE COEDS· were 
interviewed entirely in French 
by French professors, one a 
'native Frenchman, at the U. of I. 
In France, the three will 
meet with the other students in 
the program for a six-week 
orientation in the Alps at 
Grenoble. 
semesters at Kou en, studying 
grammar, translation and 
phonetics. They also must 
choose one or two electives. 
INSTEAD of in dorms, the 
coeds will each live with private 
families, sharing breakfast and 
dinner with them. They must 
eat lunch at the University. 
They plan to travel and sight 
see on the weekends, and they 
are allowed two weeks of 
They ·will attend two vacation at Christmas and Easter 
for longer trips. 
Staff meeting "The more I think about it and talk about it, the more 
excited I get," Miss Olsen said. 
All persons working on ALL THREE coeds feel that 
the summer Eastern NEWS Stan Harris, a professor in 
Today's unrest in Ireland can 
be traced to the year 1 607, he 
said, when the Lord Tyrone and 
Tyrconnell of Donegal went to 
Europe for aid against the 
invading British. 
IN THEIR absence the 
British took their lands _and 
forced - English Protestants to 
take up residence. Today the 
area is known as Northern 
Ireland. 
Irish parliament had been 
abolished in 180 1 ,  but after the 
partition, the Government of 
Irr::land Act placed a parliament 
staff are asked to attend a Eastern's French Department, 
meeting in Pemberton Hall seems just as excited about th_eir "However," he concluded, Basement Tuesday at 6:30 trip as they. Miss Martin "I think the problem will not be 
in Belfast and in Dublin. 
p.m. Those 
_
wh? have. �een claimed, "He kept me psyched solved until Northern Ireland is assigned editorial p�s1t1ons about the program for a long 
reunited with the south. I can't should make a poin_
t 
. 
of time." 
. . . say when this will be. Not in the coming, and anyone wishing Of the tnp, M1�s A�ford said, near future. But it eventually to work as photographer, "We hope from this tnp we can 
ill h ,, ·t · d · w appen. . news feature or sports wr1 er get more stugents mtereste : m , .·.• · · , 11 · • ' .. 
..... :.r· I"�' • • �l "-. 
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Independent oars 
by El ain e Bushue 
Last Sunday's WELfl "call-in-to-win" contest had eight winners. 
They were Don Sniegowski, Henry Kiertscher, Kirk Schlaich, John 
Fox and Mike Hays, all from Thomas Hall; Phil Stokes, Taylor; 
Dana Harrold, Andrews; and Linda McLoughlin, Pemberton. 
Charleston businesses. 
There were at least eight or more 
winners each day who called in from 7 a.m. 
to 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.-9:30 p.m. to answer 
"mind-stomper" questions. 
Some of the questions included: "Can 
you name Snow White's seven dwarfs?" 
Who was the editor-in-chief of the Daily 
Planet in "Superman?" 
The contest will end midnight tonight 
with close to 80 gifts being given away, 
which were contributed by 17 different 
Coupons are being mailed to the winners this weekend . >O that 
they can pick up their gifts. 
* * * * 
Workshop 
deals with 
iob packs 
T eachers,  c ounselors,  
librarians and other school 
personnel charged ' with 
p r o v i d i n g  o ccupational 
information in grades K-9 are 
invited to enroll in a workshop 
here July 5-1 7. 
The workshop, "Innovative 
Media and Methods for 
Providing K-9· Occupational 
Information," will be directed 
by Mrs. Marla Peterson. 
PARTICIPANTS in the 
workshop will work with new 
K-9 occupational information 
materials developed at Eastern as 
part of the OCCUP AC Project 
and with commercially produced 
K-9 occupational information 
materials. 
Official notices 
Textbook returns 
Students wishing to retain 
textbooks for use during 
Summer quarter in consecutive 
and continuing courses may do 
so during the period May 18 
through May 21. You must bring 
to the textbook library the 
books you wish to retain, your 
Summer quarter validated ID 
card, and Summer quarter class 
schedule card. 
The deadline for returning 
Spring quarter books is 12:00 
noon Tuesday, June 1, 1971. 
ALL TEXTBOOKS NOT 
checked out in accordance with 
above paragraph must be 
returned. 
G.B. Bryan 
Manager, Textbook Library 
Grants 
The final deadline for 
Forms for requesting a change 
are now available and must be 
submitted no later than 5 p.m. 
on Tuesday, May 18, 1971. Only 
in cases of sudden catastrophe 
will requests be accepted after 
that date. Working, wedding and 
vacation plans are not valid 
reasons for a change. 
Samuel J. Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
* * * 
Final Exam schedule 
Spring Quarter, 1971 
Monday, May 24 
8-9:40 
10-11:40 
1·2:40 
1 :00 classes 
6:00 classes 
8 :00 classes 
Tuesday, May 25 
8-9:40 2:00 classes 
10-11 :40 4:00 classes 
1-2 :40 11 :00 classes 
Wednesday, May 26 
8-9:40 12:00 classes 
The "dress-up, dress-out" Hall Week dance will be Saturday 
from 8 p.m.-11 p.m. in Lantz Gym with "The Sly, the Slick and the 
Wicked" playipg. The workshop, Education __ _ 
submitting applications to the 
111 i nois State Scholarship 
Commission for 1971-72 grants 
is June 1. Applications and 
information are available in the 
Office of Financial Aids. 
10-11 :40 · Float B classes 
1-2:40 3:00 classes 
The cost of the semi-formal dance is $1.75 a couple and $1 
single. Free food and drink will be served. 
* * * * 
There were about 100 entries in the Hall Week art exhibit, 
which ended at 6 p.in. Tuesday in the University Union Ballroom. 
Nancy Heins, co-chairman of the Hall Week activity with Jeff 
Dingler, said that at least 400 people signed the register at the 
entrance, and there many people who did not sign it. 
The artists had the option of selling their work. Under the 
leather work,, suede purses and hats were especially appealing to 
buyers. 
* * * * 
Hall Week will end with 
·
Eastern hosting the State of Illinois 
Residence Hall Convention today and Saturday. 
Guest registration will begin at 4 p.m. today at Carman Hall, and 
meetings will be held Saturday in Coleman Hall and the Fine Arts 
Center. Student Body President Jack Marks will conduct the main 
assembly meetings, and Ken Midkiff is speaker for the convention. 
A banquet will be served after the meetings from 5 :30 p.m. to 
7 p.m. for the expected 300-350 guests who will be staying at 
Carman. 
549-0 3 ,  will be held from 
1 0  a.m .-noon \ daily in -Lab 
School 2 1 8  and will carry two 
quarter hours of graduate level 
credit. 
PERSONS interested in 
enrolling in the workshop should 
write to George Hackler, 
Extension Office, Booth House. 
5 pledge P.E. frat 
Delta Psi Kappa, women's 
physical education honorary 
fraternity, will initiate five 
pledges in a formal ceremony 
Sunday. 
The new pledges are: Nada 
Dague, Lezli Keller, Elizabeth 
Kennedy, Bobbie Ogletree and 
Joyce Richardson. 
QUALIFICATIONS for 
membership include a 3.0 grade 
average in health, physical 
education or recreation and 
sophomore standing. 
2 P.E. majors 
get awards Honda! 
Two s e n i o r  physical 
education majors were named 
co-recipients of the Barbara M. 
Snow Award at the recent 
Women's Recreation Association 
banquet. 
The award, established in 
memory of Miss Barbara M. 
Snow, who headed the women's 
Physical Education Dep.artment 
from 1964 to 1967, was 
presented to Miss Sandra 
Bichler, Shelbyville, and Miss 
Peggy Padula, Oak Lawn. They 
were selected by a committee of 
four faculty members and three 
students . 
THE AWARD � ��n � 
senior women majoring in 
physical  e d ucation who 
"demonstrate excellence in the 
areas of leadership, performance 
and scholarship: leadership 
which demonstrates inspiration 
and enrichment; performance 
which reflects outstanding 
quality. 
CHURCH OF CHRIST 
917 Woodlawn Dr. 
(South Of Carman) 
Bible Cla-;ses 9:30 
Morning Worship 10:30 
Er,:�J�0�\ ;..�r�·IT�<:- . xa�3q. 
Sl'l10 E NT·S>·Wt:L()()ME' 
What A Great Graduation Gift! 
If You Need Some New 
Graduation Gift Ideas 
SEE 
McArthur Enterpr ises L..td. 
-��� .. t i ' 
1001 Lincoln Trail 
Sue C. Sparks, Acting 
Director, Financial Aids 
Final exam changes 
Students who hav.e three 
final examinations scheduled for 
one day may fill out a request 
for change in the office of the 
D e a n ,· Student Academic 
Services, Old Main 118. Changes 
will be made generally on the 
basis of multiple-section classes. 
3-4:40 10:00 classes 
Thursday, May 27 
8-9:40 5:00 classes 
10-11 :40 Float A classes 
1·2:40 9:00 classes 
IF YOU HAVE A Laboratory 
Class, look for the hour of the 
regular class meeting above and 
disregard the two weekly 
laboratory hours. 
IF .YOU HAVE A Double Period 
Class, look for the first hour of 
the class aboveand disregard the 
second meeting hour. 
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• • • • • 
• • 
• • • • • • 
: HOW 
: WILL l GET OZARK • THERE? AIR LINES! 
That's fast thinking 
Getting there can be half the fun ... but not 
if it takes up half the time. Go by air, have 
more time there. And save up to 20% by using 
your Ozark Youth Fare card. The card costs 
just $3.00, is good any time, provides confirmed 
reservations, and is interchangeable with 
ott�er airlines' cards. For information call 
Ozark Air Lines or your helpful travel agent. 
OZARKQAIRLINES � 
8• • Up tlJere w{th th8i'biggeft , .....__ ! 
• • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••v•••••••••••••••••• 
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Career Gu idance • • 'Who needs it? ' 
Individuals who are young or 
mature ; male or female ; rich or 
poor ; White or Black ; urban or 
rural by background ; in school, · 
out of school, in the Armed 
Forces, in training, in college, at 
work, or at home-all stand to 
benefit from "Career Guidance," 
an authoritative book published 
today by McGraw-Hill ( $7 .95). 
Subtitled, "Who Needs It, 
Who Provides It, Who Can 
Improve It," this indepth study 
of career guidance was compiled 
under the direction of Eli 
Ginzberg, director of the 
conservation of human 
resources, Columbia University, 
and chairman of the National 
Manpower Advisory Committee 
for the last nine years . 
"SIXTY years ago, •a group 
of social workers . in Boston 
started a movement to help slum 
children find jobs when they 
completed elementary ·school," 
Ginzberg recalls . 
"Today we have over 60,000 
guidance counselors advising 
high school students, college 
students, veterans, men who 
want to change their jobs,> 
women who are returning to the 
labor market ." '" 
What, Ginzberg asks, is the 
quality of advice that people 
ii ""� II Ill ;- . ' : . • • . . .. nmn = ·· - ·· >' 
I n  I!'�"'� ·· 
1 11- 1  SoluJU:s - -�· 
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Sandy 's Supe r Weekend 
Spec ia ls 
F ri d a y ­ / 
F i s h O n l y 2 5C 
S a t .  & S u n . - · 
3 H i l O s $1 . 0 0 
Th e Ultim a te In Ch eeseburgers 
Don 't Forget To Reg ister For Da isy 
' ' ' ' " ' ' '.' " ""/II/ 1'1' "1'1' ; 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 1 111111 1 1 1 11
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the Mod Pig " .,1//1 11//JJiiilllil 
Reg i ster now. W i n  a cute,  stuffed " D a i sy . "  
O n e  given away ea c h  d a y  t h i s  mo nth . 
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receive? What do the 
advice-givers really know about 
jobs and careers? 
DO THEY trim the advice 
they give to protect the 
organizations for which they 
work, or are they professionals 
whose sole concern is . their 
client's welfare? 
Are members of minority 
groups getting the kind of 
guidance that would help them 
move up into better jobs? If not, 
why not? 
' Ginzberg further wonders 
how parents can best help their 
children decide between an 
academic and a vocational 
'course. 
HOW DOES a college senior 
choose between law and 
teaching? How does a woman 
who has been without a job for 
l 0 years raising children brush 
up her skills so that she can get 
back into the labor market? 
"Career Guidance" has more 
answers to these questions than 
any previous book. For three 
years, a group of experts on the 
Conservat ion of Human 
Resources Project headed by 
Ginzberg-the country's leading 
manpower specialist -reviewed 
the entire field . The Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund sponsored the 
study. 
In addition to their own 
research, the Columbia team 
consulted with the leaders of the 
guidance profession, educators 
and government officials, before 
finalizing their recommenda­
tions. 
The book is at once broad, 
deep and constructive. In hard-. 
hitting prose without any jargon, 
Ginzberg and his associates tell 
how much opportunity there is 
for youths growing up in the 
slums to get to college and 
eventually to get good jobs. 
THEIR answer is more than 
some counselors believe, and le� 
than others appreciate . 
In the final section of the 
book , the authors set forth their 
rec o m mendations to the 
guidance profession , the agencies 
that employ counselors and the 
public that supports them about 
how the · guidance field can be 
strengthened so that it is able to 
deliver on the prom ises which it 
h as made to help every 
individual use his opportunities 
so as to realize his potential. 
Newm an m asses 
m ove to Colem an 
Becau se of re-decorating 
i n  Lab School,  Newm an 
C om m u n ity m asses on 
Sunday w i l l  be held at 
Coleman Hal l  Aud itor ium 1 0  
a . m .  and 1 1  : 30 a. m .  Next 
we�k.  on S u nday, May 23, 
masses wil l  be at the same 
time i n  the F ine Arts Theatre. 
Happy Hours 
AT T H E  
RENDEZVOUS 
7 1 8  JAC KSO N 
25¢ Beer 
50·� Drinks 
Friday 5 To 8 P.M . 
·.-• •  t! ; -�< ... ·  � .. "'�"; 1. • . .. \ • • .... : -�- • •  ! 1  
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News ed ito r ia ls 
Youth ' s e ne rgy i s  awesom e 
Last week and the w eek before ,  American 
young people marched in the District of 
Columbia, and the. costs, including cleaning up 
and the rubble , b ringing in the troops and 
paying the police overtime {they made 1 3 ,400 
arrests in four days) were estimated at $ 1 .S - . 
million. 
This last weekend American young people 
marched in Chicago and suburbs,  and there 
. were no troops,  no arrests, no rubble, and the 
young people in the Chicago area alone 
collected $ 1 .5 - million to relieve world hunger. 
THE IM EDIATE circumsti;inces w ere not 
the same,  of course . The turbulent Washington 
marches came on the heels of a massive 
veterans' peace demonstration; they found a 
city · edgy over potential_ violence;  they were 
planned, it seemed , to make the m ost of that 
edginess. The Chicago marches, part of a 
worldwide e ffort for the Freedom from Hunger 
Foundation, benefited by manifestly good 
moth:es and a congenial atmosphere . 
Yet except for local circumstances and 
Letter 
policy 
All letters to · ·the editor 
must be signed by the author. 
Names of authors will be 
withheld  o n  request, 
however. Typewritten letters 
which are double-spaced and 
under 250 words will be given 
priority for publication. 
Others will be considered in 
light of available space. The 
NEWS reserves the right to 
edit letters to conform to 
space limitations. Letters 
should be sent to the Pem 
Hall Basement or placed in 
the NEWS box in the 
University Union Lobby. 
differences in leadership, the crowds were 
pretty much alike-young people in shirts and 
blue jeans, getting involved, being concerned , 
doing something about it. 
Clearly those . who found in the Washington 
demonstrations reason to pronounce a curse 
upon a whole generation were leaping to an 
absurd conclusion. It would be sounder to 
conclude that young people today, like young 
people at any time, will wrap themselves 
around a cause when they think it's  a good Of\e. 
But the cause had better be solid ; otherwise the 
hellraisers will make swift capital of the 
resulting indignation. 
CANDOR and integrity, then, become keys 
to a solution of the communications gap, and 
once those keys are applied,  the youthful 
energies released, in good causes can be 
impressive , indeed. 
Maybe this is what the youngsters have 
b een trying to tell us. 
(Chicago Daily News) 
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Guest Spot . . .  D an Grober 
Before I leave, 
ple ase remem ber m e  
As I approach the finale of five frivolous years of fun and frolic 
at this institution, I leave with certain precious memories which 
alcohol ,  senility , insanity (and any number of similar weaknesses to 
which many instructors find 'm e susceptible) can never erase . 
Take the second week I was on campus, for instance : I was 
standing at the urinal in the men's room on the first floor of Old 
Main when, who , of all living humans, should 
saunter up to the urinal right next to me? 
None other than President Doudna. 
I WAS so shaken,  I didn't even notice 
the puddle forming around my feet until I 
slipped and almost fell as I turned to walk 
away. 
Then, to plunge me further into 
delirium , Dr.  Doudna actually turned and 
spoke to me as we huddled at the sink to 
wash our hands . 
He spoke only one word, in that deep b aritone which has rung 
in my ears for five years now , and he actually smiled as that one 
word boomed froni somewhere deep inside him. 
"HELLO." 
I was so shocked , and swelling with pride, I couldn't even 
mumble a reply. I 've wished ever since I could have had time to 
prepare myself, but being a freshman, and the president catching me 
by surprise like that, I was speechless . 
President Doudna had caught me with my pants down (so to 
speak), and I knew it. But he had smiled and spoken ; I was sure he 
would remember me.  
THAT'S when I knew I was off to a great start at  Eastern. 
I hurried b ack to my room in the dorm and tried to write my 
mother to assure her that everything was going to be all right 
becau_se I'd met the head m an of the University. 
But I couldn't get a thing down on paper in any w ay my mother 
would understand . Imagine her reading something like this after 
only a few d ays in college : 
"YOU don't have to worry any more , Mom. Eastem's head 
man,  I mean the president, caught me with my pants down in the 
men's room this morning while we were standing at the . . .  urinals, and 
he w as smiling at me. He even spoke to me, and then �e washed our 
hands." 
I was too embarrassed to mention the wet floor and I didn't 
even m ail the letter because I was sure Mother would never. make 
any sense of the whole thing. 
As a matter of fact, I've always been glad I didn't send the 
letter, because I've been disappointed ever since that morning five 
years ago.  
THE TRUTH is ,  President Doudna did not remember me as I 
had hoped . 
For five years now I've passed the President on the sidewalks, in 
the University Union, Old M ain, at athletic events and even on a few 
Sunday mornings at church. Each time I've prepared myself as he 
has approached · each time I have cleared my throat so that I could 
greet him in a voice that would show him that I've never forgotten 
the impression he made at our first meeting ; each time I have been 
disappointed . 
Oh, not that President Doudna has ever snubbed me. He's 
always spoken, but I've always known by the tone of his voice that 
he really didn't know me-he really didn't remember me at all. 
MY NANE freshm an hopes of knowing President Doudna have 
gradually gone down the drain, until now I'm graduating, and it's too 
late . 
Dr. Doudna, I've remembered you for five years now , and I can 
understand how ,  with so m any students who have come and gone at 
Eastern in the past five years, you might not remember me. 
But now that I'm graduating, I would like to inquire. Take a 
look at the tiny picture that appears at the head of this column. 
Don't you remember me at all? 
WELL, anyway, maybe I can stop by Old Main before I leave 
and try to catch you in your office this time. 
I 've been practicing my "Hello, President Doudna" voice for five 
diasppointing years now , and I'm sure that in the customary 
surroundings of your_ of(i�e I could manage to articulate a proper 
"g(1�tfy . . �.� ..:;_��v�· · ._k. -� ,,_ 
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Lette rs 
to 
e d ito r 
Reporter erring 
Dear Editor, 
After reading Janine 
Hartman's story in the Friday, 
May 6 ,  issue of the Eastern 
NEWS, "Three Speak Out 
Against Administration War 
Policy," I began wondering 
where she got her information 
on Ronald Wohlstein's speech, 
"Student Protest and Vietnam." 
It does not appear that she 
Bu rge r  K i.ng 
Weekend Special  
Friday, Saturd ay, S u n day 
4 C h eese b u rg e rs For $1 
Everyd ay S p e c i a l  
4 Ham burgers For $1 
�aes 
S\)t\ 200 Lincoln  Street 
8��L .,--6&" 
even attended the speech, or if 
she did, she did not hear all of it, 
because Miss Hartman certainly 
did not report accurately on Mr . 
Wohlstein's speech . 
THE story was blatently 
inaccurate and grossly misled the 
unfortunate people who 
attempted to read it. • 
Miss Hartman made it appear 
that Mr . Wohlstein advocated 
violence, which was in direct 
contradiction to what Mr. 
Wohlstein did say. 
In fact, he advocated nothing. 
He merely presented a history of 
what types of protest have been 
used and what types have 
succeeded. 
M R . W O H L S T E I N 
mentioned three types of 
protest-working within the 
system, civil disobedience and 
violence. If Miss Hartman had 
been listening instead of twisting 
words, she would have hear Mr . 
Wohlstein say that working 
within the system and violence 
have not worked ; civil 
disobedience has. 
He even gave as an example 
the civil rights movement, but 
again Miss Hartman was not 
listening. 
We find a quote from C.W. 
Mills, "If we accept the Greek 
definition of idiot as a 
completely private man, then it 
must be concluded that many 
Americans are idiots," being 
attributed to Mr. Wohlstein. 
ALTHOUGH Mr . Wohlstein 
:.,J;n:;:::::::::•:.::::::::::::;:rn'fflllllllllillli\lllil:l:�lllliiil:lilllil:ll!ll!·:·:·1111111111111i•llllli:!jjj\jjilililiil\lill�!lilillil!lll:llllil::1111ii1•:': .:: ·r:::!.w., 
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M ini  B ike Raffle 
Demonstrations Of Arts & Crafts 
On Wi lb  Walker Parking L�� 
, I ; r ,. • �  \. �  ..... }d 
qualified . and explained such 
terms as "bastard liberal" and 
"Violence against property is 
not violence," Miss Hartman did 
not see fit to include these 
explanations and qualifications. 
Miss Hartman did not even 
mention the main thrust of Mr . 
Wohlstein's speech, which was 
the need to have an educated 
and informed public. 
Without an educated and 
informed public, there most 
certainly is a "tyranny of the 
idiots." 
MISS Hartman did not in 
actuality report what Mr. 
Wohlstein said, but rather 
arranged his speech, in a manner 
conducive to what she wanted to 
hear. 
In my opinion, there is 
nothing wrong in "Power to the 
People." Power to an educated 
and informed public is what 
democracy is all about, Miss 
Hartman, or don't you believe in 
democracy? 
In case you are wondering 
where I got my information on 
Mr. Wohlstein's speech, I asked 
him to participate in the 
teach-ins. I also discussed his 
speech with him before and after 
he gave it. 
IF MISS Hartman was 
interested in accurate reporting, 
she should have asked Mr. 
Wohlstein about the accuracy 
of her reporting on his speech 
before having it printed. 
Sincerely, 
Bruce McKinney 
Hypocritical m an 
Dear Editor, 
Amidst the turmoil of 
violence, hatred, discrimination 
and sin, coping with reality as it 
is today is indeed a struggle. 
People just don't trust 
people: And how can they? 
Hypocrisy is all around 
us-closing in from · all sides ; 
whether it be in politics , 
so-called "good will" (or 
better, -man's inhumanity · to 
man), or what is often 
represented by some to be 
religion-the type of fellow who 
rectifies his evil and wrong-doing 
by attending church every other 
Sunday. 
NO ONE is perfect. No one 
should try to be. We are 
individuals, you and I ;  each 
endowed with a brain and a 
whole slew of thought patterns . 
We learn mostly by doing-by 
experiencing and learning to 
cope individually with life's 
f luctuat ing curvature of 
depression and happiness. 
Each of us is gifted with a 
memory circuit which, when 
turned on in a positive frame of 
mind, creates beautiful and 
exciting events past experienced. 
On the other hand, if we 
allow ourselves , while in a state 
of mild depression, to operate 
our memory circuit negatively , 
we do ourselves grave injustice. 
For the effect will undoubtedly 
be of negative consequence. 
NO ONE can single-handedly 
change the conditions of the 
world for the better. But we all 
may change the conditions 
under which we live day to 
day . . . that my friend is simple. 
We MUST be more 
considerate of ourselves if we are 
to be considerate of our 
neighbor . . .  and we cannot exist 
without the help of our 
neighbor. 
But proceed with caution, 
for man is basically a greedy 
animal. But sooner or later he 
learns that nothing in this life is 
attained without first putting 
forth a little effort from within 
wholly for the good of someone 
else. 
THE AUTHOR is no poet 
and stakes no claims to that 
effect. The foregoing is a simple 
verse which, in his mind, sums 
up the context of this report: 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Hypocritical m an 
(Continued from Page 7 )  
Give a little of yourself , 
And with each passing day, 
Strive to appreciate the 
simple things . 
Hear what others have to say. 
See beyond his looks , 
His dress , his style , 
If he has something to say, 
It's probably worth while. 
Lend an ear , a shoulder, 
An encouraging smile , 
Son't hassle the man ; 
He's not on trial. 
He's giving of himself , 
As he speaks to you, 
Exchanging his thoughts , 
And to him it 's true. 
Give an understanding nod, 
Try to see it his way , 
You may agree or disagree, 
But what's· to say? 
One man's opm10n 
So mighty and strong, 
He hears what he wants to 
hear, 
Be it. right or wrong. 
Give him a chance, 
Don't cut him down, 
If yoµ can he}p him , fine , 
It's another friend found. 
And what are friends for , 
But to share with one another , 
Know it's true meaning , 
And everyone's your brother. 
Copyrighted 4 / 1 7/7 1 
William "Bill" Beil 
Unfair distribution 
Dear Editor: 
• This letter is written in 
response to all of the letters 
written thus far by students 
dealing with the problem of 
money distribution to the 
- various departments on campus . 
I do not intend to insult any 
athletes or music majors for 
comments made in any other 
previous letters . 
THIS letter will merely state 
some ideas that I hope will help 
people to think about the 
money problems we have at 
Eastern rather than call each 
other names . 
First of all , I think that most 
people, if not all , at Eastern 
realize that we have more than 
one sport here , Mr . Davis . 
I feel that the students also 
realize the expense there is at 
moving these teams around . 
· Because of the expense, it is 
unfortunate that you, or any 
athlete has to pay for his own 
equipment. 
BUT THERE are other 
departments and students that 
have money problems. 
Take, for example, the 
History Department . History 
majors' basic equipment consists 
of books ; books that are not -
rented to them from the 
textbook library . . 
Think , Mr . Davis , of the 
personal cost they go through 
just to receive an ordinary 
academic education. 
ALL STUDENTS have this 
problem, but they need these 
books just as you need your 
polevaults , Mr . Davis and just 
like you need your tuxedo, Mr . 
Hickox and Mr . Howard . 
I myself , as a music major , 
will go through an expense of 
over $250  for music alone. 
Everyone goes through an _ 
P ut Yo u r  Car  I n  Good H a n ds-
D i a g  n o s t i c  T u n e  U p  C e � te r 
C a r  R e n t i n g A n d  L e a s i n g  R o a d,S e rv i c e  
C o m p l e te L u b r i c a t i o n B ra k e S e rv i c e 
W h e e l  B a l a n c e  A t l a s  T i r e s &  B a tt e r i e s 
M u ff l e rs & T a i l p i p e s l n staJ l e d  
RYAN 'S 
SUPER STANDARD 
Phone 345-9241 
Free Pickup & Del ivery ATLAS_ 
extra personal expense. The 
problem that exists is that some 
people think the money from 
the Student Activities Board is 
not distributed fairly . 
I THINK some of our 
Student Senators , who are 
supposed to be representing us 
(students) should examine' more 
carefully where the money goes . 
Since the students will 
always have extra expenses , the 
senate should find a way to 
distribute this -money so that it 
will put students ' extra costs at 
the lowest level for everyone. 
I would like to add a note in 
this letter dealing with a 
misconception of what a music 
tour is so that it may not be_ 
used as an argument against the 
School of Music . 
DUE TO the unclear remarks 
made in Mr . Hickox's and Mr. 
Howard's letter , some people, 
like Mike Davis , do not fully 
understand what a tour is . 
When Concert Choir and 
Symphonic Winds go on tour, 
they do not compete with 
anyone but themselves . It is a 
promotional event which is done 
to recruit high school students 
to Eastern . 
The choir and band give 
concerts at various high schools 
so that it might encourage some 
prospective students to attend 
Eastern . Athletics basically does 
(Continued on Page 9)  
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Unfair distribution 
(Continued from Page 8) 
the same think but in a different 
way . 
MR . DAVIB, yoo ilio 
mentioned that you feel we 
shouldn't compete against - a 
choir such as the U .  of I. The 
event which you are referring to, 
which again was not explained 
fully in Mr . Hickox's and Mr. 
Howard's letter, is the choir 
festival  which Eastern 
participates in yearly .  
Again we are not competing 
against anyone. We go to hear 
and see what other choirs are 
doing and to show what we have 
done. There are no awards given 
or is any choir declared the best. 
It is a good experience to 
hear a choir such as the U. of I. 
because it gives us the incentive 
to do better . 
THIS ALSO is the same with 
athletics . Watching a football 
play done correctly makes you. 
want to do it just as well . 
If anyone is personally 
injured by this letter, I hope he 
will contact me so that I may 
apologize to him perspnally. 
Dale Morgan 
Applauds 
Gabbard 
Letter to the Editor: 
I would like to compliment 
Glendon Gabbard, his faculty, 
performers and crews who 
worked so diligently to present 
an outstanding performance of 
"The Sound of Music" for 
President and Mrs. Doudna last 
Saturday. 
It was a very fitting tribute 
to a man who enjoys .the arts 
and has unselfishly and capably 
dedicated his last 1 5  years as the 
chief educational administrator 
of Eastern . 
W.S. Lowell 
'News ' in accurate 
Letter to Editor: 
I've heard that students 
don't really appreciate their 
school "newspaper ." I came to 
the conclusion that I really 
don't appreciate it very much 
either. 
What I'm leading _ up to is 
how can students think anything 
of their "newspaper" when 
"some" people on the staff 
should not even be there. I'm 
L ive I n  Comfo rt 
2 B.R. Apts- F u r n is h e d - All Elec. 
-A ir  Con d . - La u n d ry R oo m -
. Am ple Parki n g A n d  
Swi m m i n.Q P o o l  
3 Mo. · S u m mer Leases At 
Re d u ce d  Rates 9 M o. Fall Leases 
Co m e  To 21 06 9t h St. Apt. 21 
1 -6 P . M. Da i l y  
/ 
Reg ency Apartm·ents 
Hoots 
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Fr iday & S atu rd ay 
�lirimp Oi1111er 
ll 79 
Reg. $2. 0 9  
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referring to their competency as 
"NEWS REPORTERS." 
SEVERAL times so-called 
"quotes" of Dr. Katsimpalis 
ha.(,e been writteri in the 
newspaper-"quotes" that make 
him seem an t i - s tudent . 
opinionated . 
This particular idea was 
formed by unskilled labor on the 
news reporting staff . This has 
left a bad taste in the mouths of 
students, a bad taste that was 
"developed" by some inept 
reporting . 
This type · of misconstrued 
information could not be any 
further from the truth. If the 
reporter or reporters who are 
responsible for this gross mistake 
would step back and take a good 
look at Dr. Katsimpalis and give 
this man an honest appraisal, 
they would be sorry for their 
mistakes. 
HIS JOB is athletic director, 
and he is also a teacher. He was a 
STUDENT of Eastern himself 
some years ago. Now he is on 
the .staff, knowing possibly 
better than anyone what the 
student feels like on BOTH 
SIDES OF THE FENCE. 
Just look at one of Dr. 
Katsimpalis's assets: He is the 
athletic director. He deals with 
1 1  sports on campus. He is one 
man trying to share his one self 
among 1 1  sports, home life and 
a personal life, if any. I ask 
anyone on this campus to step 
into his shoes for only one day. 
I'll bet that you will come 
out with a changed opinion of 
what he is trying to do for the 
students of this university . 
ALL OF these 1 1  sports 
have something in common. 
You're right if you guessed that · 
' they are all participated in by 
STUDENTS. In other words, an 
athletic director deals with 
students every day of the week, 
eight to ten hours each day. 
His job depends on 
STUDENTS. If it was not .for 
students, he would be out of a 
job. ANYONE that REALLY 
knows Dr . Katsimpalis knows 
that he is for the students ALL 
THE WAY.  
I myself am not an athlete 
here at Eastern . I am a physical 
education major, though, and I 
do realize the potential that 
athletics have on producing 
excellent leaders, not "Joe 
Jocks ." 
THE QUESTION I ask is 
how can students get an honest 
opinion of their athletic director 
if so-called objective-thinking 
"newspaper reporters" make 
several leading statements . 
In last Tuesday's (May 1 1 ) 
issue of the Eastern NEWS, a 
clarification of the athletic 
department's problems were 
being presented by a serious 
student. 
The person working for the 
school "newspaper" who titled 
the article made a joke of a 
person's serious efforts . How can 
the students expect to get an 
honest collection of facts 
, brought to them via their 
so-called "newspaper" when 
people on the staff think that a 
serious clarification of facts 
should be preceded by a play on 
words making this STlJD,ENT 
and others like him look foolish. 
Please don't , get me wrong, I 
am not blaming the students. 
They have a very legitimate 
argument. All I want to do is to 
let the students know the 
THAN K YOU 
M en Of Sigma Tau Gamma And Men Of Ph i 
Sigma Eps ilon For G iving Us Your O rders For 
Sprin g Formal Favors. It Was A Pleasure To 
Serve Each O f  You. Hope You All Have A 
Great T_ime. 
Mar- Chris Camp us Sh op 
University Villag e  
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TRUTH about a man that is 
t ruly working for the 
STUDENTS in THEIR facility 
called "Lantz," not "Lantz 
Castle." 
James K .  Stanfa 
Enjoys coverage 
Dear Editor: 
Although the East Central 
Illinois Chapter of the ACLU 
was in no way responsible for 
the recent peace march and 
demonstration (of May 5) , our 
Board of Directors has asked me 
to write to you to let you know 
that we appreciated the just and 
wide coverage the Eastern NEWS 
gave to this important local 
event. It is our feeling that it was 
responsible and considered 
journalism of the highest sort. 
Sincerely yours, 
C .B .  Wible 
Giffin thanks vets 
Dear Editor : 
This is to thank publicly the 
members of the Eastern 
Veterans Association who 
participated in the service 
project at Blair Hall last week . 
With the aid of several 
borrowed sanding .machines, 
with the aid of sandpaper and 
sealer contributed by a few 
grateful faculty members, local 
retailers and Eastern's shop, the 
· veterans cleaned the scrubby 
looking surfaces of all the tablet ·
arms on classroom chairs from 
five rooms of Blair Hall-then 
applied sealer to return them to 
their original glossy surface. 
IT WAS a generous 
contribution of service involving 
the time of quite a number of 
veterans under the apparent 
leadership and supervision of 
veteran Tom Storm. 
We in Blair Hall genuinely 
appreciate your work, fellows. I 
hope that business students will 
appreciate the gift enough to 
leave the tablet arms in their 
present like-new condition. 
James F. Giffin, Dean 
School of Business 
45 take i n  
wal k-a-th on 
A p a t h e t i c  c o l l e g e  
students? . . .  Not at Lake Land 
College in Mattoon . 
Close to 45 students and 
approximately 5 faculty 
members, including Vice 
President Webb have dedicated 
their Sunday to participate in a 
Walk-a-thon for the American 
Cancer Society. 
EACH walker is sponsored 
by a local business firm. For 
everymile walked by that person 
his sponsor pan the Cancer 
Society 5 0  cents . The course is 
3 5  miles. 
, 
Starting at the campus 
library at l 0 a.m., the walkers 
will head for Neoga, tag at the 
check point there and turn 
around and set their course in 
the direction of Mattoon . 
At Lake Land Boulevard and 
Charleston Avenue, they will 
take a right turn at Mattoon and 
trail blaze for Coles G_ounty 1 / 2 Price With 
� airport .  They will then retrace 
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G re e k  c a l e n d a r  In review 
by M a ry A n n  Ste c k l e r  
The women of Alpha Gamm a Delta recently initiated six new 
members. They are : Cindy Blair, Paris ; Rene Thominet, Hazel Crest ; 
Kathy Pyzsing, Danville ;  Sheri Wilson,_ Erie ; Mary Dawson, 
Charleston; and Pat Forneris; Springfield . 
Musical , ' Qu ite a show ' 
Three members of Alpha Gamma Delta were also initiated into 
the National Sorority Hall of Fame. They 
are : Barb Becker, Meadville, Pennsylvania; 
Lynetta Mehling, Lindenw ood ; and Sandy 
Sawyer, Park Forest. 
* * * 
THE WOMEN of Sigma Kappa will hold 
their Spring Pary Saturday . . The festivities 
will begin with a picnic in the afternoon. 
The party, following the theme 
"Pollack After Dark," will be held that 
evening at the . Charleston Gun Club . A 
by Janine Hartman 
"The Sound of Music," the 
spring production of the Theatre 
Arts Department (produced in 
conjunction with the School of 
Music) was quite a show. 
It is rather risky to attempt 
to produce a show this well 
known, but judging from sell-out 
houses every nights , it was a risk 
well worth taking . 
IT WAS a good show, as the 
audience evidenced when it gave 
the cast a standing ovation 
Monday night. 
Joan Forman gave an 
excellent lead performance. Her 
comic portrayal was truly most Sue Doan as Sister Margaretta. 
amusing, and except during the Pat Davis was a winsome 
opening song when she could Liesl ,  especially during "Sixteen 
not project the vibrant powerful Going On Sev enteen ." 
sound necessary, her singing was Choreography was usually up to 
quite satisfactory. par, but here the •.'d ancing 
The musical .was double-cast ,  seemed just adequate. 
the parts of Maria and the The most moving song was 
Mother Abbess being played also "Climb Every Mountain," sung 
by Donna Cleveland and Mary with stunning brilliance by 
Ann Noerenberg, whose Cheryl Lichter, the Mother 
performances this reporter was Abbess. 
unable to see. CREDIT for a ,good job 
PERFORMANCES having should go to the faculty children 
midnight supper will follow at the sorority house . 
particular merit were given by who portrayed the Von Trapp 
Dave Hickox as Captain Von youngsters : David Simon, Ruthy 
Trapp, Stephan M. Bryan as Reigel ,  Jenny Neff, Phil 
Max , Kathy Gray as Elsa and Eppinnette, Dana Grigoroff and 
--------------------...------ Sabrina West . 
I Cam P U·s ca 1· e n- d a r" . 1· Lighting, costuming and sets * * * Congratualtions to the winter and sp ring initiates of Delta Sigma Phi. The new membe rs are : Mike Heimerdinger, Fred Harth, Gene Brown; Gene Pouloit, Phil Salvador, Mike Lipuma, Mike Shanahan, 
Don Robbins, Les Moade,  Greg Cristoff, Steve Gall , Brad Purcell, 
Bill Sheaks, Glen Hanson, Mike Davis, Chuck Walkowiak , Mike 
Calvin, Jim Barbeau , Jerry Askeland , Bob Krueger, Warren Peterson, 
John Odom , M ike Paul, Gene Fatheree , Brian Cow an, Rick Dahl , 
Bob Culp and Jeff Falk . 
* * * 
The new AKL Sweetheart is Ellen McLean.  She w as crowned 
this weekend at the annual fraternity formal. At the event, Medford 
Owen w as nam ed Intramural-Athlete-of-the-Year, and Larry C arter 
was named pledge of the year. 
* * * 
Cindy Kamm was nam ed the new Delta Chi Sweetheart at 
the fraternity spring formal held this weekend . John Figlewicz w as 
named Chapter Luminary and Virg Kambarian received an award for 
being chapter scholar of the year. 
* * * 
At the Beta Sirn a Psi Gold Rose Formal last weekend. Carol 
Medley _was crowned the new fraternity sweetheart. Other aw ards 
went to Michael Palm for outstainding active , Terry Schuldt for 
outstanding intramural athlete , Dave Droste-the Mike Spaulding 
Award , and Larry Schmidt-the outstanding pledge . 
* * * 
Judy Saxton, Sigma Kappa, was named TKE Sweetheart at their 
annual fraternity formal held last weekend .  Jim Drengwitz w as 
named Top Teke , Jim Mussatto received the Top Scholar Award , Ab 
Kaser w as nam ed Outstanding Athlete,  and Jim Perkins was named 
Outstanding Pledge . 
* * * 
The women of Kappa Delta will sponsor a clothing drive 
Saturday .  from 9 to 3 .  Anyone wishing to donate clothes or other 
usable apparel, contact the KD house at 345 -6525 . 
* * * 
New initiates of Pi Kappa Alpha are : Dick Williams, Charleston ; 
Dan Connell, Monmouth ; Randy Trapp, Oak Lawn; Gib ' Frier, 
Carmi; Chuck Weisb erg, Skokie ; Dave Bohn, Clinton ; Jeff Eder, 
Wonder Lake ; Curt Kozer, Granite City ; John Luick , Wilmette ; and 
Don Wesselhoff, Oak Lawn. 
2 atte n d  b u s i n ess prog 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Friday-Monday 
"Waterloo," Time Theatre, 7 
p .m .  and 9 p.m. 
"Barefoot Executive ," and 
"Wetback Hound ," M attoon Theatre, 
7 p .m .  and 9 p .m.  
"The Big Doll Douse," Will 
Rogers Theatre, 7 p .m .  and 9 p.m. 
Friday-Saturday 
"Valley of the Dolls," "Beyond 
the Valley of the Dolls," and "Pink 
Paradise," Skyway Drive-In, dusk. 
Friday 
Student Activities Board Coffee 
House, University Union Panther 
Lair, 8 p .m .  
Faculty Recital, Fine Arts 
Theatre , 8 p .m.  
"De Sade" and "Bloody Mama," 
Charleston Drive-In,  dusk . 
Saturday 
Hall Week Formal Dance, Lantz 
Gym , 8 p.m.  
S tudent Activities Board Coffee 
House,  University Union Panther 
Lair, 8 p . m .  
Sunday 
S tudent Activities Board Coffee 
House, , University Union Panther 
Lair, 8 p .m.  
_ Eastern Veteran's Association 
Dance, S outh M cAfee, 8 p.m . 
Concert of New Music, Fine Arts 
Theatre , 8 p .m .  
Sunday-Monday 
"WUSA" and "Tell Me That You 
Love Me,  Junie M oon," Charleston 
Drive-In ,  dusk. 
"Midnight Cowboy ," "Alice's 
Restaurant," "Voodoo Spell," 
Skyway Drive-I n, dusk .  
MEETINGS AND 
LECTURES 
Friday 
Registration, University Union 
Altgeld-Schahrer Rooms, 8 a.m. 
M R H A - W R H A  d e l e g a t e s ,  
Colem an Hall Auditorium , 6 p.m. 
Residence Hall Convention, 
S outh M cAfee Gym , 6 p .m.  
Robert Larson and Richard 
Eickmeier were selected by the 
School of Business to attend the 
26th annual College Awards 
Program in St .  Louis , last 
We Have Them 
Personal Expressio_n 
weekend. 
The College A wards Program 
is sp onsored by the Advertising 
Club of Greater S t .  Louis . 
TWO upperclassmen each 
from 13 universities were chosen 
as participants on the basis of 
scholarship , advertising aptitude 
and citizenship . 
Exclusively with Ha l lmark 
,. NOW AT U N IVERS ITY F LO R IST 'fl, Some 256 possible greeting card com binations. Select 
your own words and designs. 
A LSO 
Words of Love Cards and Posters. 
G r a d u a t i o n  C a r d s a n d 
' '.Whatchamaca l l its" now on d isplay 
G r ad u a t i o n  
C o m p l e te L i n e  O f  F r e s h F l o w e r s  
F o r C o rs a g e s  & C e n te r p i e c e s  O r  
H o w  A b o u t T h e ' O n e '  R o s e T h a t S ay s  
Since all were interested in 
advertising-related 'careers , · and 
the program of activities for the 
weekend gave them a first-hand 
look at the advertising, � - " I  L ov e  Yo u "  ;/:. . marketing, broadcasting , graphic _ - : , - . . ' "  � ' '. arts _ an£1,,associatesLi.ndu�ries .in ,.,. .., · · .h "" , /_" · '_'Utfi'vei's(ty. .f,lonst ,. -- · "  1• • ,' - ! . , . , .  
t St .· t.ouiS ." .  � � # # �  ... I ,._  .I. • " ,, ,f _ ,  � � J :J. .. ,, ,;  ' " ,,;. .  J ' �  r .J� J � ii .:  :: .J I  .. i "' .J  " r,.. - ,- �. , • l l. ._ � - ti 
were praiseworthy. One 
interesting feature noted on a 
particttlarly clever set ,  was the 
Sigma Alpha I ota, University
� use of musical staffs as banister 
Union Fox Ridge R oom ,  8 p .m .  rails on  the Von Trapp staircase. 
Saturday The orchestra, conducted by 
I ll i n o i s  R e sid e n c e  H a l l  Delbert Simon, did a superior 
Convention, Fine Arts Theatre , 8 : 30 job. 
a.m. ,  S outh McAfee Gym , noon. SOUND department was all 
Alpha Gamma Delta Senior right, excepting for the thunder Banquet, University Union Fox 
Ridge Room , noon. during "The Lonely Goatherd ," 
Sunday which sounded exactly like what 
Residence Hall Convention, it probably was . . .  flapping 
banquet, University Union Ballroom , canvas . 
noon, S outh M cAfe<.. Gym and Fine In conclusion , "Sound of 
Arts Theatre , noon. Music" was a challenge, but the 
SPORTS Theatre Department and School 
Friday 
Intramurals, Lantz facilities, 
noon, Lantz facilities and pool, 6 ' 
p.m. 
Saturday 
Women's Recreation Association ,  
North M cAfee Gym, 8 a.m . 
Intramurals, Lantz facilities, 9 
a.m .,  Lantz Pool, 1 1  a.m . 
Sunday 
Intramurals, Lantz facilities, 9 
a.m. ,  Lantz Pool, 1 1  a.m ., Lab 
S chool Pool, 1 p.m.  
of Music pulled it off and did it 
with style. 
Schroeder gives recital 
Freshman Paul Schroeder, 
Lansing, will perform a solo 
flute recital Saturday at 8 p .m . 
in the Fine Arts Theatre. 
His pianist , Miss Trudy 
_ Paine, Downers Grove, will also 
be performing on the 
harpsichord. 
SU F F E R I N G  (oh ye big & l ittle hearts) from a touch of SP R ING FEV E R  
(a heavy case o f  WHO-AM- I -WHAT'S- IT-A L L-FOR Blues) compounded by 
inti m ations of Graduation? WHO ISN 'T !  But I F  Omar Khayyams form ula 
won't DO IT, try su lpher & molasses, soul food or just plain escape AS 
P R ESC R I B E D  BY 
The Li ncol n Book Shop 
"Across F rom O ld Ma in"  
For that essential k ick i n  the pants, re-ordering of prioritieS, a cure for 
T H E  D IV I D ED S E L F, a W E LCOM E TO T H E  M ON K EY HOUSE; the 
obl ivion of T H E  A R AB IAN N I GHTS, thoughts ON BECOM ING A 
PE RSO N or HOW T H E  OTH E R  H A L F  L I V ES, whatever . . .  we offer our 
serv ices (& th e wisdom of the ages) 10-6 DA I LY, Saturdays 1 1 -3 
C h ar leston 
U n ivers ity 
Apartments 
2 204 S o uth 9th Apartment 204 
3-Month S u m m e r  Leases 
At Lower Rates 
M a rried Co u p les Welcome 
For S u m mer Lease 
Some 9- M onth Leases 
Ava i l a b l e  For Next Fa l l  
Centr a l - A i r  Con d ition i ng 
��· •••���••••�•�•�••�•••�-�� 1, un , Eu••;••• � ll 
!t Classif i ed Ads . I . Mamzel le  ca l ls 
Personals 
Pay for this ad . Take used sofa. 
Saturday-1 7 2 1  1 1 th S treet. 
-lp25 -
NEEDED-Riders to 1µ1d/or from 
APARTMENT space for two 
females for SUMMER QUARTER . 
Space for four females for fall '7 1 .  
Inquire at 1 1 1 2  Division St.  
-00-
Colorado (Denver-Boulder) over MALE TO share off-campus 
quarter break. Share gas. Days leaving apartment with one other Summer 
and returning flexible. Call 345 -9425 . only. Close to campus. Rent $42.50 
-lp 14- - including utilities. Call 345 -5 8 7 8  
JOE, Happy Birthday t o  a n  old after 2 : 00. 
man of 22.  LOVE, "P .1." . -lp 14-
-l p l4- 3 guls need roommate fall 
quarter in new Regency apartment. 
Call 348-828 1 .  MANY Thanks t o  the men of 
Delta Chi-Never dreamed a 
"community bath" could be so 
exciting. S nake's woman. 
-lp l4-
LET'S get Dean Lawson back. 
She's cool and with it. Fite will need 
her. We need her now . The 
Non-Freaks. 
-lp 14-
DEAR Little Red-Haired Girl: 
-lp l4-
PARTIALLY furnished new 
duplex for summer. Air conditioned. 
Call 5 8 1 -2 8 1 9 ,  3454304 .  
-2p l 8 -
WANTED : Someone to sublease 
apartment for summer. Duplex house 
with six rooms. Semi-furnished. 2 
blocks from campus. Contact Steve 
Trout, 1 5 24 Division or phone 
345 -975 7 .  
"When you g o  after honey with a 
balloon, 'the great thing is not to let -- -
the bees know you're coming"-Pooh 
-2p 1 8 -
For Sale 
-lp 14- 1965 Mobile Home 
Central air-conditioning, 
furnance. Call 345-6908 . 
-lpl4-
14 x 30.  
CINPIT Rob ,
- congratulations on 
your engagement. Love Karen, Meryl 
and Maribeth. 
new gas 
-lpl4-
R E J O IC E : • Margie Yeske 
trounced Mark M .  Joyi in a game of 
Jotto. 
· 
-lb14-
FOR SALE : '67 Olds-442 4 
speed, convertible, new Goodyear 
wideoval tires, AM-FM Radio, 
excellent condition. Phone 345-6595-
6-7 p.m .  
-3p l4-To My Gugene-Happy birthday , 
I love you very much .  Pammy. 
-lp l4-
USED kitchen table and 4 chairs; 
Zenith 2 1 "  black and white TV. 
1 - Reasonable. Greg 345-445 0. 49 
Madison. "We went to the river and thought of you (Paris, 1 9 7 1 ) "  
-lp14-
WILL The coed who cam e to the 
office of Financial Aids on Friday , 
�lay 7 to ask about summer 
'In su r a n c e  c o v e rage for a 
tonsilectomy · call Mrs. Butler or Mrs. 
Sparks. 1 -3 7 1 3  irnmediateJy. 
TWO 
apartment. 
345-5482.  
-lp l4• _ 
For Rent 
BEDROOM 
Manor Apts. 
-3p l4-
furnished 
Phone 
FURNISHED Apartment for 
rent. Available fall quarter. Also need 
supervisor for approved housing. 
Inquire at University Florists. 
-2b l 8-
195 7 
excellent 
345-2074.  
-3p l4-
Chevy, 
condition 
-3p l4-
new engiqe, 
$ 3 00.  Call 
KUSTOM amp 2-1 5 "  JBL 
speakers. Reverb-tremelo. Low price. 
Bob 345-9567.  
-3p l4-
ALLIED Model 426 stereo; like 
new . $ 150.  Jim 5 8 1 -230 1 .  
-lp l4-
80 Watt Harman Kardon Receiver 
AM-FMS . Garrard SL65 turntable, 
base, dust cover, Shure M93E.  $ 1 80. 
SL65 , base, dust cover, and M93E 
alone $70.  5 8 1 -2005 . 
-lp l4-
'54 Chevy. great for parts needs 
NEED TWO girls to share head gasket; radio, new 6V · battery, 
unapproved house, one block from snow tires. $ 1 0.00. Call 345 -9440. 
campus $ 3 2  month plus '!.. utilities. -lp 14-
Call 345-3834 for Pat or Carol after NEW CAGE for gerbils, 
4 :00. hampsters, rats, Everything included. 
_., '· -3p l4- Fantastic bargain. Debbie 1-5 204. 
WANTED : Girl to share cool TNT, Dynam ic Duo will be here 
apartment summer quarter $ 90 for fall. Well, Right on, Right ON ! 
summer. Call 345 -2985 after 3 : 3 0  - -lp 14-
Mon-Fri. Ask for Jackie. 2 SETS 1 3 "  tires-5 " wide 
-1p 14- Gold seal, under 5 0 miles, $ 100 ; 7" 
WANTED : two girls for summer wide Atlas Gripsafe, under 1 5 0  miles, 
quarter. Unapproved house two $90. Call 345-6749. Ask for Randy. 
blocks from Old Main. $40 .00 per -2p l 8 -
month. Call 348-8074 . 1969 MGB Roadster, BRG, wires, 
-lp l4- radials, stereo exhaust, excellent 
O N E  b ed room , furnished condition. Phone 345 -9 1 3 8 .  
apartment, summer sublease. Married -lp 14-
couples. Call 345-7 1 38 or 5 8 1 -3882 .  TWO 9 x 15 ' ' ,  7'h." CHEATER 
-lp l4- SLICKS . Were $ 6 5 ,  asking $ 5 0. 
FOR RENT : 1962 trailor.  345 -7228 after 5 : 00. 
S um m e r  q u arter. 2-bedroom -lp 14-
furnished. Ideal for 3 students. Call STEREO : AM/FM stereo tuner, 
from 5 -7 p.m. 345-5 954 . amp , turntable, 2 large speakers. 
-lp l4- $400 value, $250. 345 -4 5 27 .  
APARTMENT for summer, -2p 1 8 -
furnished, 2 bedroom , central 1967 SHERWOOD Hilton,  12 x 
air-conditioning, close to campus on 60, 2 bedroom , semi-furnished . 
Polk S t. available June l ,  Call 345-3657 .  
345-4 1 8 1 .  -2b l 8 -
-lp l4- 1969 RICHARDSON 1 2  x 60 
SUBLEASE summer-2 males, mobile home, 3 bedroom s, living 
apartment, furnished, $ 8 5  a month . room , carpeted , all appliances, 
Call Greg 345-7 23 1 .  drapes, air conditioner. Take over 
-lp l4- payments at $ 8 9 .4 1  per m onth ,  or 
INDEPENDENT girls, room s for pay off balance $ 4 ,7 05 .84 cash . . �all 
rent fall_ clo� .�o,. �p.u�. , H?:: ;}45-5 _1Ft _ , : , • •  • · . 345-683S :- . .  _ .  _ _  . - _. . .. • ... • .. . -lb i 8 - • •. -.. . . . 
'�·:· 
Help Wanted 
TEACHERS : Chicago Sub�ban 
and Midwest placement service for all 
fields and levels. Also Principals. 
P l e ase write today : Lynne 
Haugh to France 
M c L a u g h l i n , M c L a u g h l i n  
Employment Service, P .O .  Box 435 , 
St.  Charles, Illinois. 
by Nancy J. Thurmond 
It was 1 1  a.m. one March 
day when Jeff Haugh received 
AMBITIOUS MEN of all trades, 
the phone call . Person-to-person 
north to ALASKA and YUKON from New York . A �oman_ on 
around $ 2800 a month. For complete · the oth�r end be�an , Monsieur 
i n fo r m ation write to JOB Haugh, Je voudrais vous donner 
RESEARCH, P.O . Box 16 1 , Stn-A, la bonne nouvelle que . . .  " 
Toronto , Ont. ;Enclose $ 3  to cover The call was from the 
cost. French Embassy in New York , 
-00-
- telling Jeff that he had been 
GARAGE S ALE large RCA accepted to participate in the 
stereo, sofa bed ,  chairs, large "Connaissance de la France" 
�o-8peed window fan with �irner, (Knowledge of France) program 
like-�ew lawn sweeper, dishes, odd sponsored by the French 
furniture, lumber and odds and ends.  Cultural Services division of 
All day S at. and S un. May 2 2 ,  2 3 .  French Embassies around the 1 0 1 5  Tenth S treet. ld -OO- wor . - HAUGH, a spring quarter Lost & Found graduate who claims he has been 
LOST : on Monday-set of keys, no farther west than St . Louis, 
by Old Main, Call Tom , 1 -2882.  will spend three weeks in France 
-lp 14- this summer involved in the 
Wanted to Buy sociological exploration of the 
. people in the Province of Savoy. 
WANTED :
_ 
Toy trams. Pay An English major with a 
reasonable pnces. Weekdays phone French minor, Haugh was one of 
5 8 1-3985 . 1 5  American students chosen to -00-
. 
WANTED TO BUY : 8-track car 
tape player. Room 2G S tevenson or 
call 5 8 1 -5474.  
-lp14-
W A N TE D : M ale German 
Shephard pup .  Pay reasonable price. 
Call 343-3 5 36 .  
-lp l4-
WANTED :  one man's and one 
woman's standard size bicycles. Phone 
5 8 1-3097.  
-lp l4-
participate in this project . The 
i participants were selected on the 
basis of their interest in the 
project, their scholarship and 
recommendations, though it is 
not necessary to be a student to 
participate in the program . 
The trip is offered as an 
international project .for 
foreigners to learn abm�t French 
culture, people, industry and 
geography. The experience is 
financially sponsored by the 
French government. 
YOUNG representatives 
from other countries will join 
the American group at 
Chambery in the Savoy Province, 
which borders Switzerland. The 
only means of communications 
between them will be the French 
language. 
A four-day program in Pari: 
is scheduled at the end of the 
study. 
Jeff Haugh 
Jean Digras , French 
'Consul-General• . in Chicago, 
who spoke at Eastern earlier this 
year, suggested when he was 
here that he would like to see 
someone from Eastern apply for 
the study-tour. 
DIGRAS is also the regional 
representative of Connaissance 
de la France. An eager Haugh 
took ' a chance and · applied , 
:hoping , but not definitely 
planning, to spend part of his 
summer in France. Now it's 
panning out. WANTED : Good used pair of trick water skis. P-hone 345 -3475 
after 6 : 30 evenings. 
-lp 14-
Services 1 3  trave l  to I re l a n d  
QUESTIONS about the Draft'? by Nancy Thurmond ,with private families in Dublin,  a Contact Charleston-Mattoon Draft . Jfilm of Dublin was shown to the Information Service. 345-9 26 2 ,  8-5 After a police escort M�nday :group. p.m . - from the Coles County Airport Participants in the summer S INGLES find your date,-m ate by to the University Union, where project from Eastern are Brenda computer. Five dates $ 6 .'00 .  Call he was shown around and served Byers Dale Black , Alice 3 14-7 8 1-8 100 or write 6633 Wise St.  lunch, the Irish Consul General Dono�an, Sue Flessner , Geri St.  Louis, Mo.  6 3 1 39 .  Timothy Corcoran was hosted at Hewitt , Mrs . Hollowell , Cathy -00 a coffee reception in the McCarty Loueva Roberts Terry MERLE' NORMAN COSMETICS , 1 • • . • . 2 D ' · · Street ballroom · ;Shrmaon Nancy Thurmond, ������ton.1 1�ALL iv�l��5 062 fo; The _re_ception was held for Cheryl Winget, Martin Bennett 
FREE make-up lessons. the participants o� the Ireland and Pisan Suriyamongkol . 
-00- Summer Study Pro1ect, who met LATER in the afternoon , 
KATER KLEANERS -All dry with the Irish consul general and ,the Irish Consul General cleaning. Pick up and delivery. Phone received registration materials participated in an informal 345-6 3 3 6 .  704 Jackson. from George Hackler of the ,discussion on current issues in -00-
. . - . - . Extension Office. iPing Chen's political science WILLIARD'S ,�-- _ . - ! GUESTS included two 'class . SHOE REPAIR 
· · · 
- · _ representatives from the Citizens That evening he spoke on 
6 th and Monroe 
- . . . National Bank :rravel Bureau, the struggle in Northern Ireland . 
Linder Building . . • · which is sponsonng the summer Following the discussion, three -00- trip . color films of Ireland were I B M  TYPING, notebooks, Because the students will live . shown. 
-
terinpapers, theses, stencils, dittos, 
off-set masters, etc . Mrs. Finlay 
345 -654 3 .  
-00-
TAILOR MADE clothes for m en 
and women. Prices reasonable. Call 
345 -9265 after 5 .  Helen Hoover 601 
Monroe. 
-00-
COLLEGE MEN 
PART-TIME JOBS 
a n d  
FULL-TIM E 
SUMMER JOBS 
New Charleston Office now 
Do It Yourself CI CJssif ied Ad 
50 cents for 12 words . . . $1 for 25 words. 
Each add itional insertion half-price. 
interviewing to expand Studen Place this tear sheet with money in a sealed envelope in Marketing Division. For persona ' the Eastern NEWS box in the Union. Mark 'classified ad' on interv��w call: C�n�u�er B_uyin� an� _ the outside of the envelope. : Educational Services, ·34 i-8' 196 fro.m ' .  . .' · .' . . . . : ' · -
. 9-12 a.m . 
_ , .. . .. , . .  . . . . . " ·- · · · . .  _ .  , .  _ _ 
. . . . .  
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Netmen stomp M o. 
8-1 for 8-1 record 
Eastern's tennis team kept 
up its amazing record of wins by 
beating Southeast Missouri , 8 - 1 , 
losing only one d oubles m atch . 
Eastern 's record m atches this 
score , eight wins and only one 
loss . The only m atch they lost 
was to Indiana State , the team 
Coach Rex Darling predicted 
would be  the toughest one they 
played this season . 
FIVE OF the six Eastern 
players in the doubles m atches 
were freshmen. 
The team of Mike M cHenry 
and Jeff McDonald lost the No.  
l doubles m atch , 2-6 , 6 -2 and 
3-6 .  
Mike Loftus and Mark 
Tungate won N o .  2, 7-5 , 1 -6 and 
7-6 . The last set was a 
tiebreaker. 
ALFREDO Velasco, the 
only non-freshman ,  and Bruce 
Nied won their d oubles m atch in 
only two sets,  6-4 and 6-3 . 
The singles were all won by 
the regulars with only one , Jim 
Zumwalt's No. 2 singles m atch , 
going three sets. Zumwalt won 
his , 6-4 , 3 -6 and 6 -0 .  
· Bruce Shuman easily won 
the No . 1 spot with scores of 6-3 
and 6-2 .  
KEITH Lyon won 6 -4  and 
6-0 ; Paul Noerenberg scored 6-4 
and 6 - 1 ; Alfredo Velasco w on 
with two 6-2 scores,  and Brock 
Price , another freshman but still 
a regular, beat his m an 6 - 1  and 
6-2 . 
Missouri had only one m an 
who was a regular on last year's 
squad. He played at the No. 6 
singles sp ot . 
Coach Darling stated that 
Missouri was m uch better than 
last year, but lacked much 
experience. Darling looks for 
them to be good in the future . 
SATURDAY the team plays 
their las_t home gam e of the 
season against Principia. 
The m ake-up Illinois S tate 
m atch that was rained out May 7 
is scheduled for Tuesday , and 
after that ,  Eastern 's netmen top 
off the season at the NAIA 
tournament in Macomb the 
weekend of May 22. 
photo by Dick Sandberg 
An Eastern te nnis  �layer dem onstrates the form that has gi�en 
the Panthers a n  amazing 8-1 record so far th is season . The only 
gam e the team lost was aga inst the e xtremely tough I ndiana State 
tea m .  
Dave Diamond 
to be pitch ing 
proves 
'gem ' 
by James Stickann 
Dave Diam ond is a 
2 1 -year-old transfer student 
from Skokie . He  is  also a P . E .  
m ajor and a pitcher for E astern 's 
baseball team . 
All  of this , of course , is not 
unusual .  What is rare is that 
Tuesday , May 4 ,  Dave pitched a 
no-hit gam e  against the 
University of Illinois,  striking 
out 10 and walking only 3. 
THIS WAS his · fifth 
consecutive win of the season 
and Saturday he won his sixth 
game of the cam paign with a 
three to two decision over 
Western Ill inois .  
Diamond is no newcomer to 
the no-hit circle . 
In 1 9 6 8  he p itched a n o-hit 
, , : gam e against Wheaton l;�entral . .  , , , . Bigh . School . for his te'am', Ni!Cs I 1? � I f  
East , and this victory tooh. . 
East to the state tournam ent, in 
which they took third place . 
WHEN asked how he felt 
after the victory against U. of I . ,  
Diam on d ,  obviously a man of  
few words ,  said he just · "felt 
great . "  
H e  said he knew all along 
that he had a n o-hitter going but 
that "winning the gam e for 
Eastern is m ore important than 
the no-hitter. " 
Diam ond indicated he had 
no specific plans for after 
graduation ,  but he would like to 
play professional baseball . He 
said he had been contacted by a 
professional scout, but could say 
nothing m ore on the m atter. 
IF HE continues pitching as 
fine as he h as so far this season , 
,th�,re is little doubt that he will 
1�!! qol\tact�flbo/s��v%al m ore . 
Panth e r  9 w in last h om e  games 
by Tony Blackwell 
Eastern 's nine concluded its 
regular season home schedule by 
sweeping b oth ends of a twin bill 
against M arian College Tuesday 
at Monier field 4-0 and 3 -2 .  
P a n t h e r  h u rler Mike 
Emerson displayed a . good· 
combination of pitches and good 
control that kept the Knights of 
M arian off balance the entire 
gam e. 
Coeds 
world 
in Neb. for 
series play 
by Carole Carlson 
Eastern's Women's softball 
squad, coached by Mrs. Mary 
Atchison , departed Thursday for 
Omaha, Neb . ,  to compete in the 
Women's College World Series. 
The tournament is double 
elimination,  with all .gam es 
played on the University of 
Nebraska diamonds. 
EASTERN'S first game is 
slated for 6 : 30 p . m .  Friday 
evening ' against Buena Vista ,  
Iowa. The championship game is 
set for S unday night .  
The batwomen pulled off a 
. storybook finish last weekend to 
capture first  place consolation 
honors in the state tournam ent 
at Illinois State University . 
Right fielder Mary Lou 
Schick slammed a game-winning 
two-run d ouble with two out in 
the last inning to nudge Eastern 
past the University of Illinois 
4-3 . Beth Tierney hurled a 
seven-hitter for the Panthers . 
EASTERN also toppled 
George Williams College 1 3 - 1  
and rapped Illinois Central 
College 1 5-4 .  The Panthers lost 
an argum ent-packed contest to 
Northern I llinois University 9-7 , 
which placed them in the 
consolation bracket .  
Members of Eastern 's World 
Series squad include : M ary Ann 
Bandy , Nancy Bandy , Debbie 
Bialeschki, Marilyn Burfeind , 
Carole Carlson,  Rosalie Fesser, 
Kathy Kimi ,  Sue Roy ,  Mary Lou 
Sch�ck ,  Linda Stremming, Beth 
Tireney and Pam Wente . 
THE PANTHERS rallied for 
three big runs in their half of the 
third inning as right fielder Noel 
Heminger beat out an infield hit 
Dalton M onroe sacrificed hi� 
teammate to second , base . 
Heminger then advanced to third 
on a p assed ball . 
Mike Eme.rson contributed 
with a smash single that scored 
Heminger. 
PINCH runner Ken Baker 
Th incl ads to 
proceeded to second base on a 
p assed ball , lead off man Mike 
Loebach was hit by a pitch .  This 
placed the Panthers at first and 
second . 
AFTER Mike Kerner's 
sacrifice fly advanced Baker to 
third , the Knights attempted a 
pick-off play that failed as Baker 
scored from third . 
The Panthers led 3-0 after 
three innings. 
The diam ondmen added one 
run in the fourth when Mike 
Heimerdinger, the center fielder; 
walked , stole second and came 
m eet weste rn  home on Dalton Monroe's single to left ,  m aking the score 4-0, in 
favor of the Panthers . 
Eastern 's "track team will end 
a two-week layoff with a dual 
m ee t  Saturday against Western 
I llinois ' Leathernecks on the 
Lincoln Field Stadium Tartan 
oval in the Panthers' final hom e 
app earance of the 1 9 7 1 season . 
Events will start at 1 p .m .  
The Panther thinclads were 
denied a bid for the Western 
Relays  crown last Saturday 
when bad weather washed out 
that event scheduled at M acomb.  
EMERSON , the winninf!: 
pitcher, struck out 7 , walked 2 , 
to bring his season record to 5 - 1 . 
In the second game,  Coach 
Bill McCabe inserted Tom 
Pappas in left field and had 
Randy Trapp back at shortstop . 
This contest saw the Knights 
of Marian score first .  
CENTER fielder Larry Unser 
grounded out, and second 
baseman, Jeff Reed , singled,  
stole second and continued 
home on Joe. Cirollo's single to 
COACH Maynard (Pat) _  center. Ted Ahaus reached on an 
O'Brien's squad had not been in infield hit that allowed another 
compe�ition since May 1 ,  when run to cross the plate , making it 
they picked up their biggest win 2-0 for Marion . 
of the year in capturing first The Panthers tied the count 
pla�e _
in the Northern I llinois in the fourth inning when Randy 
Invitational Meet . Trapp singled , Craig Miller 
At Northern , the winning 
Panthers am assed 1 07 points 
while Western tallied 40 in 
placing sixth am ong the 1 3  
teams entered .  
The meet  with Western will 
provide a tune-up for the I llinois
. 
Intercollegiate Championships 
slated M ay 22 at Carbondale . 
EASTERN will be out to 
improve its fourth place finish in 
the State Intercollegiate indoor 
meet earlier this year.  The 
University of I llinois , Southern 
Illin ois and Northern Illinois will 
be the highest hurdles to 
overcom e .  
The Panth ers have a 20 1 
record in dual competition this 
season, with victories over 
Bradley University and I llinois 
State. The only loss was to 
Indiana S tate in a m eet  at Terre 
Haute. 
· doubled to left center and Steve 
Allen walked to load the bases. 
Trapp scored on another 
infield hit leaving Panthers on 
first and third base with Tom 
Pappas in the batter's box.  
THE Panthers pulled even at 
two apiece as Miller scored from 
third on an attempted pick-off 
play . 
Finally , in the Panther half of 
inning nine ,  pinch batter Chuck 
Caravia singled sharply between 
short and third �ase to bring in 
the decisive run . 
Tony DeMichael started the 
game ,  but he was replaced by 
Mike Williams in the ninth 
inning, who received credit for 
the win. 
THE Panthers , now 2 1 and 
8 ,  take to the road. for a single 
game against Bradley today at 
3 : 30 p . m .  and a twin bill 
Saturday at 1 : 3 0  p .ni.  
A n  E astern th i n clad goes over t h e  top i n  
preparation for th e Wes.tern I lli nois meet t o  be 
�e)d �tu rday '!t 11 jP'iW· !'� �e Lincol n F ield 
photo by Dick Sandberg 
Ta rtan oval .track. Eastern was denied a chance at 
, the Western relays last weekend because of rain. 
